We describe novel methods for embedding 2-dimensional grid graphs into cylinders (one way wrap-around grids), toruses and hypercubes where the guest grid G is larger than the host graph H, implying a many to one embedding.
embeddings with respect to dilation and load, i.e., the dilation is one and the number of grid nodes mapped onto any host node is not greater than l.
Let h g be the height and w g be the width of the guest grid. Our rst result considers embeddings into cylinders of height h t where h t < h g < 2h t and width w h . Let w c be the smallest integer such that h g w g lh t w c . We call instances where the host is just large enough to accommodate the guest, i.e., w h = w c , critical.
We show, by construction, that:
For all instances of the problem the given guest can be embedded into the h t (w c + d(h g ? h t )=blh g =h t ce) cylinder with dilation one and optimal load, i.e., for all instances where w h is not too close to w c , optimal embeddings exist.
For many, but by no means all, critical instances re nements of the basic method yield optimal embeddings. The extra wrap-around edges a orded by the torus permit a broader family of optimal embeddings and, because the hypercube contains toruses of dimensions a power of 2 as subgraphs, all these results are immediately applicable to embeddings into hypercubes.
Introduction
The study of embeddings from one family of graphs to another has received substantial attention over many years. Besides the inherent mathematical interest of these problems, motivation for the study comes from the many concerns of computer science that can be e ectively modelled by this graph theoretical abstraction. One example is the use of graph embeddings to model the simulation of one network by another. In this paper we describe some results on many to one embeddings from 2-dimensional grids into smaller one way wrap-around grids, toruses and hypercubes. Plausible applications for our results include the simulation of large grid-like networks of processors by smaller networks of wrap-around grids or hypercubes, and the e cient implementation of a parallel algorithm conceived of as running on a grid of unlimited size, but executed on some xed sized network in those same families. In these applications the embedding parameters load and dilation, de ned in the next section, strongly in uence the e ectiveness of the simulation being modelled.
Several papers have discussed grid to grid, and grid to hypercube embeddings. Ell91, Ell96, MH90, SHSHV96] describe one to one embeddings from 2-dimensional grids into other 2-dimensional grids of smaller aspect ratio, with dilation 2.
It is well known, see for example Lei92] and Lemma 3.1 in Section 3, that not all 2-dimensional grids are subgraphs of the minimum sized hypercube, su cient to contain the grid. In Cha91] it is shown that all 2-dimensional grids can be one to one embedded into the smallest possible hypercube with dilation two. It may be usefully noted that this result can also be obtained by an entirely di erent route, namely using the grid to grid embeddings just cited to reduce the width of the grid down to the next power of two, i.e., embed the guest grid into a grid that is a subgraph of the hypercube. This is the approach taken in BMS92] .
What happens when the grid is arbitrarily larger than the host graph, i.e., one considers many to one embeddings, is by no means completely understood. Is it possible that dilation one embeddings with an optimal load are always obtainable, at least into the hypercube if not for the simpler families?
Many to one embeddings from 2-dimensional grids into smaller 2-dimensional grids is considered in SS90]. There it is shown that dilation one with optimal load plus one is always obtainable, so long as the host is smaller than the guest in both dimensions. In MS94] many to one embeddings from both 2 and 3-dimensional grids into hypercubes are considered. For 2-dimensional grids, the main result (Theorem 1) states (and we paraphrase): If the optimal load is 2 k for some integer k, then an embedding exists with dilation one and load 2 k + 1.
In this paper we are concerned with expanding the number of instances for which dilation one, optimal load embeddings can be constructed, for all three families of host and for any load, not just the powers of two. We begin by considering embeddings into one way, wraparound grids and toruses of height greater than one half the guest height. We show that for all instances except some \close" to critical, i.e., where the host is only just big enough to contain the guest at the given load, can be embedded with dilation one and optimal load. We go on to show that modi cations to the basic construction will also embed many critical instances. We end by extending the results to hypercubes, by noting that, if the height of the guest is h g , a suitable torus of height the next power of two less than h g is a subgraph of the hypercube. The solution discovered for a problem is often strongly in uenced by the way it is visualised. The reader will see that we visualise embedding solutions by drawing the guest grid graph and indicating for each node the image in the host de ned by the embedding. The solution patterns are easily comprehended in this way. The alternative visualisation, which has often been used in previous work, draws the host and indicates for each host node, which guest node(s) are mapped onto it. It is interesting to note that the solutions suggested by these di erent views are quite distinct and that the pattern underlying one type of solution may not be at all apparent in the alternative visualisation.
The conjecture that optimal embeddings exists for all instances of the problem, at least for hypercube hosts, remains open. We suggest that it is an interesting conjecture and that our results come close enough to make it plausible.
De nitions
A graph embedding is a mapping from the nodes of the guest graph to the nodes of the host graph, together with a mapping from guest edges to paths in the host. In general the mapping can be one to one or many to one, but here we are concerned only with many to one embeddings. The dilation of a guest edge is the length of the path which is the image of that edge in the host. Because nodes incident to an edge could be mapped to the same host node, in a many to one mapping, it is possible that the dilation of an edge is zero. The dilation of an entire embedding is the largest dilation over all edges in the guest.
Here we consider only instances where the number of nodes in the guest graph, denoted j G j, is greater than the number of nodes in the host, j H j. The ratio dj G j = j H je, denoted l, we call the optimal load. We are only interested in what we call optimal embeddings which are those with dilation one and for which no more than l guest nodes are mapped onto any host node. Throughout what follows we assume that l 2. The family of guest graphs which we consider is the 2-dimensional grids. A 2-dimensional grid of height h g and width w g is the graph comprising the node set: f(x; y) j 0 x < h g ; 0 y < w g g and the edge set: ff(u; v); (x; y)g j j u ? x j + j v ? y j= 1g.
The families of host graphs considered are: the one way wrap-around grids which we picture as h t by w t 2-dimensional grids with wrap-around edges in the vertical dimension, i.e., the graph comprising the node set:
f(x; y) j 0 x < h t ; 0 y < w t g and the edge set: ff(u; v); (x; y)g j j u ? fn j 0 n 2 n ? 1g and edge set: ffx; yg j the binary representations of x and y di er in exactly one bit positiong. For one way wrap-around grid and toroidal hosts of height h g let w c be the the smallest integer such that h g w c lh t w c , i.e., w c is the minimum host width that can accommodate the given guest. We call w c the critical guest width and the associated problem instances critical instances.
An Example
We begin with a small example by way of introducing both our notation and our method. Figure 1 de nes our notation for numbering the nodes of the guest and host graphs. In this example the host is a one way wrap around grid.
It is well known,see for example Lei92] , that not all 2-dimensional grids j G j are subgraphs of H, where H is the smallest hypercube such that j G j j H j. The distinction between those that are and are not is de ned in the following lemma. Consequenly, the 4 8 one way wrap-around grid is a subgraph of Q 5 . Hence there is no dilation one, load one embedding from the 5 6 grid into the 4 8 one way wrap-around grid. However, there is a load two, dilation one embedding into the 4 4 one way wrap-around grid. A solution, illustrated in Figure 2 , demonstrates the way we will illustrate all such embeddings. Any element (i; j) in the matrix shown in the gure represents a node (i; j) in the guest grid. The number in each element de nes which row of the host that element is to be mapped to. The host column number is de ned by the numbers beneath the bottom row. Adjacent host columns are distinguished by the presence or absence of shading. Thus, for example, Figure 2 tells us that node (4,3) of the guest should be mapped to row 2, column 2 of the host.
One can verify that the diagram de nes a legitimate dilation one, load two embedding by noticing that: Each host element appears no more than load times. Elements in the matrix that are vertically or horizontally adjacent, i.e., they represent adjacent guest elements, are either designated adjacent row numbers in the same host column, or identical row numbers in adjacent host columns. We call these properties the basic pattern properties.
The General Pattern
Our method is based on a single, simple pattern, which is uniquely de ned for each (h g ; h t ; l) triple. We assume only that the host is a grid with wrap-around edges in the vertical direction and that h t < h g < 2h t .
Our construction has two phases: Firstly we construct a diagram which we call the basic pattern. This diagram has height h g , with a parallelogram like periphery. The matrix elements, host row numbers, are in the range 0 through h t ?1 and every such element appears exactly l times. The diagram is divided into diagonal bands, each representing one host column. Most importantly, the pattern exhibits the two basic pattern properties. Hence, it de nes an optimal embedding of a grid like graph, with a parallelogram shaped periphery, into an h t w t one way wrap-around grid, with load l and dilation one. Secondly, we \square up" the ends of the basic pattern so as to create the largest possible rectangular matrix while preserving the basic pattern properties. A formal de nition of the basic pattern, from which both important properties and a constructive algorithm can be derived, is given in the next section. An informal appreciation 
Formal De nition of the Pattern
The basic pattern de nes an embedding into a one way wrap-around grid. Let h t and w h be the host height and width, let h g be the guest grid height and let k = h g ? h t , so that 1 k < h t because we require that the host height be greater than half the guest height. For 0 i < w t , we de ne sets C i of triples (r; c; v), where 0 r < h g . The existence of the triple (r; c; v) in C i indicates that node (r; c) of the guest grid is to be mapped to node (v; i) of the host, where the node naming convention is as already de ned. Note that the triple (h g ; h t ; l) completely de nes the pattern. The C i are de ned recursively as follows: It is easy to use this de nition as the basis for an algorithm which computes the mapping using a number of arithmetic and other primitive operations linear in the size of the guest.
Properties of the Pattern
The basic pattern has two signi cant periodicity properties. For example, notice that in Figure 3 host column 13 would have exactly the same shape as column 0, i.e., the left pro le of column 0 and the right pro le of column 12 are identical. We de ne the structural periodicity of the pattern, denoted p s , to be the smallest integer such that, 9a8i(r; c; v) 2 C i implies (r; c + a; (v + p s ) mod h t ) 2 C i+ps .
Note also that, in the same gure, the values in host column 13 would not be identical to those in column 0. However, it is a fact that C 0 would be identical, in both shape and content, to C 105 (105 = 8 13), were the pattern to be continued that far. We de ne the periodicity of the pattern, denoted p, to be the smallest integer such that, 9a8i(r; c; v) 2 C i implies (r; c + a; v) 2 C i+p .
The following lemmas show how these periodicities are related to the parameters that de ne the pattern. We refer to the greatest common divisor and to the lowest common multiple of two positive integers i and j as gcd(i; j) and lcm(i; j) respectively and we use i j j to mean i divides j. Lemma 4.1 The structural periodicity of the pattern is given by: p s = h g =gcd(l; h g ) and the constant a is given by: a = lh t =gcd(l; h g ).
Proof
Suppose the operation de ned in rule 2 of the basic pattern de nition is repeated p s = h g =gcd(l; h g ) times on a triple (r; c; v), producing the triple (r 0 ; c 0 ; v 0 ).
Then: r 0 = (r + lp s ) mod h g = (r + lh g =gcd(l; h g )) mod h g = r. Lemma 4.2 The periodicity of the pattern is given by: p = lcm(h t ; h g =gcd(l; h g ). Proof
We require that r 0 = r which implies that p = ap s for some integer a. Also we must have v 0 = v and hence ap s mod h t = 0. Hence ap s = lcm(h t ; p s ) = lcm(h t ; h g =gcd(l; h g ). 2
5 Squaring up one end
If the rectangular guest grid is small enough to t within the parallelogram like perimeter of the basic pattern, then we have an embedding problem without further work. For example, within Figure 3 there lies a complete 12 by 13 grid embedded 2:1 into an 8 13, wrap-around grid. Of course, the di cult cases arise as w h approaches w c . We need to rearrange the basic pattern into a rectangular grid, if possible. Our strategy is rst to build a basic pattern and then modify it to form something with a rectangular contour. It turns out to be easy to \square up" one end of the pattern. We can show how to square up the other end in some, but by no means all, cases. That problem is discussed in the next section.
A guest node, represented by a matrix element, will be said to be uncovered if the basic pattern does not assign a host node to it. Let us refer to the rst several guest columns containing elements not covered by the basic pattern as the partially lled columns, and to the set of uncovered elements as the bottom left corner.
Lemma 5.1 The number of uncovered elements in the corner is h t (k ? 1). Proof
We deduce from Step 1, (a) and (b), of the de nition of the basic pattern that there are k ? 1 partially lled columns, that the leftmost such column is of height h g ? 2 and that the rightmost is of height h g ? 2k + 2, decreasing by 2 at each column. A simple summation yields: number of uncovered elements = (k ? 1)(h g ? k) = (k ? 1)h t .
2
The following process creates a corner pattern whose elements exhibit the basic pattern properties, for any load l.
1. Take (k ?1), height h t , columns. Assign the rst l columns to host column 0, the next l to host column 1, and so on until all are given some assignation. The columns will now be divided into d(k ? 1)=le groups, with l columns per group, except perhaps for the last group which will contain (k ? 1) mod l columns. Number the rows of guest column 0 from 0 downwards to h t ? 1, (or any cyclic shift thereof). See Figure 4 , a).
For columns 1 through last:
if the guest node and its left neighbour are assigned to the same host column, assign a row number one less (cyclically) than its left neighbour. if the column and its left neighbour are assigned to di erent (adjacent) host columns, assign a row number identical to that of its left neighbour. See Figure 4, b) .
3. Repeat the following shift process k ? 2 times:
Consider a 45 degree diagonal drawn from above the top-leftmost element, down to the right edge of the current pro le. Shift everything above this diagonal one place up and one place to the left. See Figure 4 , c) through e). The following observations can be made:
After the steps 1 and 2, the pattern properties hold. The pattern properties are preserved at each step of the shifting process. Height h g -2 is achieved. The right pro le of the result matches he left pro le of C 0 as de ned by the basic pattern. Finally we note that once a corner has been built in this way, we can continue the pattern by applying the basic pattern building procedure. It is necessary only to note whether those uncovered elements adjacent to elements covered by the corner building process should be assigned to the same host column or to the next one.
Case 1: l j (k ? 1), i.e., the number of host columns used in the corner is a multiple of the load. In this case, the pattern that follows the corner begins with a new host column. Hence, the basic pattern generation rules 1(a) and 1(b) are modi ed so that adjacent row numbers are identical the adjacent elements in the corner pattern. Then rule 1(c) is applied without change.
Case 2: not (l j (k ? 1)), i.e., the available repetitions of the current host column, as determined by the load, have not been completely used. Hence, rules 1(a) and 1(b) are modi ed so that adjacent row numbers are one less than the adjacent elements in the corner pattern. Then rule 1(c) is applied only if host column duplications remain to be used. Figure 4 shows the construction of a corner for the problem instance: h t = 8, h g = 13, load 2. Here we need 4 columns to ll the corner, i.e., 2 host columns, each appearing twice. Figure 5 shows a similar example, the construction of a corner for the same problem instance, but with load 3. Now we need 2 host columns, one appearing 3 times and the other once. As the main pattern continues, it will rst use 2 copies of this latter host column.
The next lemma tells us how skewed the basic pattern is.
Lemma 5.2 Consider any host column C i . Let the leftmost of any element in guest row 0 mapped to any row in C i be in c 1 and let the rightmost of any element in guest row h t ? 1 mapped to any row in C i be in c 2 . Then c 2 ? c 1 = k. Proof
The number of steps to the right that the pattern takes is determined completely by rule 1(a) of the basic pattern de nition, i.e., k steps. 2
As we discuss in a the next section, we know how to square up the other end of the pattern only for certain instances of the problem. However, we can now state a rst theorem summarising our results so far. Recall that w c denotes the smallest integer such that h g w g lh t w c . The following lemma tells us how close we can get to the minimum size host, using the methods seen so far.
Theorem 5.1 If h t < h g < 2h t then the h g w g grid is embeddable in h t (w c +dk=blh g =h t ce) one way wrap-around grid with dilation 1 and load l.
Proof
Combine the corner construction with the basic pattern and note that, by Lemma 5.2, the bottom right corner of the pattern does not extend more than k guest columns beyond the top rightmost column. Consequently, the top rightmost column must come within k columns of w c . Since the basic pattern generator assigns at least (blh t =h g c) elements of any row to any particular host column, no more than a further dk=blh t =h g ce host columns need to be added to make up for the skewness of the right end of the pattern. We note that, if the load is su ciently high, guest column w c may be completely covered, without the addition of more host columns. Such a situation is illustrated in Figure 6 , where host column C i is necessary, but not completely used. Proof Let C i be the last host column used in the pattern. At least blh t =h g c guest columns are covered in any row assigned to C i . Hence, if k blh t =h g c then the smallest guest column number in row h g ? 1, say c min , assigned to C i is not more than the largest guest column number, say c max , in row 0 assigned to C i . Hence if c min w c c max the pattern covers the guest without the addition of further host columns. But, since the number of elements covered by C i in a column preceding c min is less than kh g , and likewise for the number of elements covered in a column following c max , the remaining conditions ensure that w c is in that range.
2
The basic pattern can only extend the host height by a factor < 2. This result is su cient for an extension of the technique to hypercube hosts, as we discuss later, because we can always nd a torus of height the next power of 2 less than h g as a subgraph of the host hypercube. However, even for our current hosts, we can also make the straightforward observation that if bh g =h t c j l, then the host height can be increased by a factor of bh g =h t c
by simple duplication of the host. After that, we can apply the existing techniques with load l=bh g =h t c.
Extensions to the Basic Pattern
In the previous sections we showed that we can always modify the basic pattern so that one end is square. Consequently, we can say informally, either that for a particular guest the host never need to be much bigger than the smallest possible, or that, for a given host, one can always come close to using it to maximum advantage.
In the following sections we outline some techniques which permit the host to be used to full advantage in some non-trivial cases. In terms of our earlier terminology, we show how to square up the right end of the basic pattern, using no more than the minimum number of host columns necessary to cover a given guest.
Throughout the remainder of the paper we denote the di erence between the number of host nodes, l h t w t , and the size of the guest, h g w g , by .
Using One Way Wrap-around Hosts
We continue by extending the previous results for one way wrap-around grids as hosts as far as we can. We outline four methods which can be used in some circumstances to square up the right end of the basic pattern, without using more than the minimum number of host columns.
The structural periodicity matches the problem instance
We rst consider instances where the structural periodicity of the basic pattern coincides with the dimensions of the guest in a way that permits the right end to be squared up in exactly the same way already accomplished for the left.
Let us de ne C x to be the rst host column that follows completely the canonical form, i.e., no part of C x is a corner element. We require that there exist within the \block" comprising C x through C x+ps?1 , a host column pattern that is identical to the rotation of C x through 180 degrees. Let us call it C r x . Such a column does not always exist. If it does, a top right corner can be constructed above C r x in the same way as was done below C x in the bottom left, by the corner building procedure.
Consider Figure 7 , which illustrated a solution for embedding the 13 24 grid into the 8 13 one way wrap-around grid with load 3. Since k = 5, Lemma 5.1 tells us that the area under the left end is h t (k ? 1) = 4 8 = 32 elements, i.e., 2 host columns, the rst duplicated 3 times and the second once. Above the corner, that second host column is used again twice. The matching host column from the basic pattern generator is column 5. The rotation of host column 5 is column 13.
Hence we could ll in the corner above host column 13 with 2 host columns at load 3, using the same technique as used for the bottom left corner. This would provide a solution for a 13 24 guest into an 8 13 host. Further, the solution can be extended to any instance of the form: 13 24n guest into an 8 13n host, for all n 1, because p s = 13.
Of course there is a simpler solution to this family of instances, by way of simple duplication of the host. But this technique can be taken further by perturbing the basic pattern, as we show it the next section.
Perturbing the Pattern
Suppose it is possible to perturb the basic pattern, in a limited area, so as to both drop exactly elements and yet continue with the canonical form. Then, since the pattern after the perturbation is indeed still canonical, we may be able to square up the right end exactly as in the previous section.
Perturbing the Pattern by Insertion
The rst method using this idea notes that we can insert h g elements between two canonical columns without perturbing the columns themselves. In this way we have dropped lh t ? h g host elements from the pattern, while still permitting the canonical form to continue. The idea is illustrated in Figure 8 where 13 elements are inserted between the columns C 0 and C 1 taken from Figure 3 . Note that C 1 is unchanged.
In this example, a full column contains 16 elements, so the insertion construction drops 3 elements. Consider Figure 3 and apply the same argument as just described in Section 6.1.1. In this instance, 4 host columns are used to ll the corners and column 8 is the 180 degree rotation of column 0. Consequently, by the insertion of the partial column, we have embeddings for all instances of the problem of the form: 13 (16n + 1) guest into an 8 (13n + 1) host, for all n 1.
More solution families are obtained by noting that the insertion construction can be repeated for a given host column up to bl=2c times, and can be repeated even further on other host columns.
Perturbing the Pattern by Dropping Elements
We can also drop elements from the pattern one at a time. If the elements are selected from the correct location, and if the number of elements dropped is a multiple of h g ? h t , then it can be done in a way that restores the canonical pattern after the perturbed area.
Consider Figure 9 . It shows an 11 23 grid embedded into an 8 16 one way wrap around grid with load 2. The result is achieved by dropping one appearance of row 6 from host columns 5, 6, and 7. Note that column 8 remains in canonical form and that = 3. Continuing with the basic pattern produces column 14 as the rotation of column 1. Consequently, the top right corner can be lled in the same way as the bottom left.
A Special Case
Suppose that h g mod h t = 1. Figure 10 a) shows the beginning of a pattern which is covering a height 11 guest with a height 5 host, with load 3. Figure 10 b) shows the beginning of a pattern which is covering a height 11 guest with a height 10 host, with load 2. Whenever a host column terminates, the last element is identical to the element in the previous column, next row. Consequently, the pattern can continue with the next host column, without any contradiction at that point. Note that the pattern never leaves more than one column with both occupied and unoccupied elements. Hence it must give optimal results for all instances of this form.
Using Toroidal Hosts
The addition of wrap-around edges between the left and right ends of the host permits another class of embeddings. Here we attempt to match the ends both by pro le and by row numbers. Consider the problem instance: embed the 11 23 grid into the 8 16 torus with load 2. Figure 11 de nes a solution. Note that, as seen in part a), the right pro le and row numbers of host column 15 match the left pro le and row numbers of host column 1, except for a cyclic rotation of one in the vertical direction. The indicated cut, rotate and paste, part b), produces a valid embedding, discarding, as is necessary, = 3 elements in the process. This process can also be used in some cases to give results which, though not optimal, are nevertheless superior to those obtained by simply cutting o the right end of the pattern.
Using Hypercube Hosts
The hypercubes were de ned formally in the introduction. We can apply all the previous results by noting that we can always nd a torus of height greater than the guest height and less than twice the guest height because of the following well known hypercube property.
Lemma 6.1 If p + q d then the 2 p by 2 q torus is a subgraph of Q d .
Hence, given an instance of the problem with guest height h g and host hypercube Q d , we can nd a torus of height the next power of two less than h g , so long as 2 d > h g =2. We take this to be the height h t of the torus considered in all the preceding sections. Consequently, we can remove the restriction \if h t < h g < 2h t " from the theorems. Given h g ; w g and d, we reduce the problem of embedding the guest into the hypercube Q d to the problem of embedding into the 2 p 2 q torus, with load l, where p the largest integer such that 2 p < h g , q = d ? p and l = d2 d =(h g w g )e One might hope, even expect, that the extra edges in the hypercube, besides allowing us to nd a torus of suitable dimensions, would also open up some more general methods that might solve further instances of the problem. We have not been able to formulate any new general techniques. However, we can show examples of using the extra hypercube edges to square up the right end where we do not know of any other solution.
One such is given in Figure 12 . In that example we show a solution to the problem instance: embed an 11 93 grid into Q 9 with load 2, so that = 1. The key point is that we can square up the right end by as it were folding up the bottom right elements to ll the gap above them. This only works because of the extra hypercube edges, i.e., we visualise these edges as connecting rows: 1-6 and 2-5. Note that to make this possible we had to Figure 12: Using hypercube edges to square up right end start at column zero with a cyclic shift from the standard C 0 , so as to arrive at an amenable situation in column 62. Host column -1 is used to ll in the bottom left corner as previously described.
Conclusions
We have described a novel embedding construction which is simple and optimal with respect to load and dilation for all instances of the problem not too close to critical. We outlined re nements of the basic technique indicating that optimal embeddings also exist for many critical instances.
We have been unable to devise general techniques whereby the many extra edges of the hypercube are used to obtain stronger results than those given for the torus, even though it is easy to exploit these edges in some particular cases. Further, the construction is restricted in so far as it does not map edge end points onto a single node, but always edges to edges. Consequently, we suggest that further research is well worth pursuing. It is possible that for loads 2 there always exists an optimal embedding from the grid into the the minimum sized hypercube.
